PLANET MTA

COLORING AND ACTIVITY BOOK

TRANSIT HEROES ON A MISSION TO PROTECT THE EARTH!
I’m a super new kind of bus
And I help clear the air
I have less moving parts
So there’s less to repair!

To ordinary people
We’re a bus, train or van
See how our powers
Help clean up our land!
I'm Larry the Light Rail
And I go very fast
So step away from the tracks
When you see me go past!
I'm Maggie the Metro
I'm strong and I'm clean
'Cause I run on electricity
And help keep our world green!
I'm Marcy the MARC Train
I go all over our state
And I stay off the highways
So you don't have to wait!
I’m Carlos the Commuter Bus
And I hold a big load
I’m good for the planet
‘Cause that’s 50 cars
off the road!
I'm Ming the Mobility van
I meet people at their **home**
When they can't take a bus
Or a train on their **own**.
Computers can help you
Find out all kinds of stuff
And at mta.maryland.gov
Learn about trains and the bus.
If you care about the planet
Take a stand with us
Take MTA Light Rail,
Metro or Bus!
Your MTA goes
All over this city
Ride us and help us
Keep it safe, clean
and pretty!
Have you seen our new CharmCard? It’s made out of plastic. It’s a new way to pay. And it’s really fantastic!

You can still use your cash. Or swipe your pass within range. But please count your money. ‘Cause I don’t give out change!
For Light Rail and Metro
Use a ticket or pass
And be proud that you chose
Not to drive or buy gas!

Visit the counter or kiosk
Before you embark
’Cause you must buy a ticket
Before you ride MARC!
Safety First Tips:

I WILL:
- Wait for the bus on the sidewalk, not on the curb or street.
- Watch out for traffic and never walk in front of a bus or train.
- Walk – and not run – for the bus or train.
- Listen to my parents and the driver at all times when riding.
- Wait behind the yellow line for the train.
- Tell the bus driver, train operator or MTA police if I need help.
- Keep the aisles clear so I won’t fall.
- Stop, look and listen near rail tracks. Train time is anytime.
- Hold on to handrails when riding.
- Talk softly on MTA vehicles.

I WON’T:
- Place my head or arms out of the windows of moving vehicles.
- Scream or yell when talking.
- Run or play in front of or near bus stops or trains.
- Play on the bus or trains.
- Walk on or cross train tracks.

MTA SAFETY FIRST TEAM
OFFICIAL MEMBER

Check all the boxes
There’s only 14
Then sign your name
And join our Safety First Team!
Respect the ride
When you ride MTA
And be glad that you help
Clean the air and the bay!

1. Be cool and calm when you board the bus.
2. Go right to your seat and don’t block the aisles or door.
3. Listen to the driver at all times.
4. No name calling or loud, offensive language.
5. Never stick any part of your body out the window.
6. Do not eat or drink, or play music without headphones.
7. Discourage others from negative activity.
AMAZING FUN!

From start to finish
We get you there fast.
Find your way through
and you'll have a blast.
Up, down, sideways, across. Some words are hiding and some are just lost. After you’ve found them you’ll deserve some applause!

Subway CharmCard
MTA Maryland
Baltimore Policeman
Hybrid MTA Day Pass
Bus MTA Metro
Safety MARC
Light Rail Commuter
Connect the dots!
I'm more than just spots!